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Remember those 1970s /early ‘80s ubiquitous TV commercials with the tag line, “When EF

Hutton Speaks, People Listen?” The point was that when the EF Hutton financial services

firm “said” something about investing possibilities, we would be wise to sit up and listen

carefully to the advice. These days we are tuning in to the Securities & Exchange

Commission to discern the future directions of corporate sustainability / ESG disclosure.

To us it is clear: the broadening flow of comments indicates something is about to

happen regarding corporate ESG disclosure.

Prime example: the keynote address of former Acting Chair and current Board Member

Commissioner Allison Herren Lee, sharing important points of view with those gathered at

the Society for Corporate Governance 2021 National Conference. Herren Lee put ESG in

the context of the recent proxy season for the corporate secretaries (who are on the

front lines of the proxy voting).

2021 proxy season shareholder proposals included those focused-on climate change.

Manufacturing giant General Electric saw 98% of shareholders voting to approve a

proposal for disclosures on how the company would achieve Net Zero.

At ConocoPhillips, 58% of shareholders approved a measure to have the large fossil fuel

firm achieve Scope 3 emissions reductions. At United Air Lines, 65% voted in favor of a

resolution to have the transport giant provide more information about how its lobbying

efforts align with the goals of the Paris Agreement.

Said the influential Commissioner (“D” members now are the agency’s board majority)

about the backdrop of these types of resolutions coming from the providers of capital:

“This is a broad reckoning with the need for advanced transparency on sustainability…

also occurring amid ever-more powerful signals from major institutional investors of their

commitment to sustainability.”

Commissioner Herren Lee talked about top-of-mind issues for board rooms and C-suites

for mid-year 2021 (six months into the Biden-Harris Administration) on the “climate

change crisis”: board challenges (climate, racial injustice, economic inequality,
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corporations and social & economic well-being of people and communities); public

input on climate change disclosures; mitigating risks and maximizing ESG opportunities;

enhancing board diversity; increasing board expertise; inspiring management success;

public pledges on ESG issues that are actually backed by corporation action…and much

more.

The Commissioner explained that the SEC itself is “listening” as well to the “thousands of

comments in response to the request for public input on climate change disclosures.”

There is much more in the Commissioner’s comments to the corporate secretary universe

that we bring to you in this issue (including 58 footnotes). Safe to say these days – in

board rooms and executive suites, when the SEC leaders speak, many in the corporate

sector and capital markets are indeed listening.

Two related items are also on top for you. One is a recap from GreenBiz about this year’s

“angst-filled proxy year” and another from Bloomberg Law about corporate leaders

calling on their law firms to help “navigate the world of ESG governance.”

Here at G&A Institute, since the time of our founding 15 years ago, as the “ESG lockup”

was coming together, we have advised that it could be “GES” – the governance (“G”) of

the “E” and the “S” is a critical task up top of the organization…the details of this are neatly

spelled out in abundance in the SEC Commissioner’s keynote address and in the many

items that we bring you each week. If you are not already sharing these with board room

and C-suite, please consider doing that!

This is just the introduction of G&A's Sustainability Highlights newsletter this week. Click

here to view the full issue.

View additional multimedia and more ESG storytelling from Governance &

Accountability Institute, Inc. on 3blmedia.com
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